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Will 2020 be the turning point?

• Trust Frameworks – robust, but not overly prescriptive
• FATF recognising UK Government endorsed Schemes
• All Regulators acknowledging that federated digital identities are ok
• Financial Services having confidence to use federated digital identities
• Scheme Sponsors – who will be stepping up to the mark?
Will 2020 be the turning point?

• Identity Broker Hubs – how many will there be?

• Identity Providers – who will they be?

• Attribute Providers – will holders of data step up to the mark?

• Which Government Department will be the first to adopt?

• Which other sectors will be first to benefit?
There’s so much opportunity!

• It needs to be market led

• Satisfying the needs of citizens & consumers

• Choice – centralised IDs, SSI

• Consent driven

• Transparent to the user